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METODOLOGÍAS DOCENTES

The course adopts a hands-on approach. However, the learning process is developed through a combination of theoretical explanation and its application to a real case.
The theoretical sessions will be imparted with the aid of PowerPoint presentations and will include application to real data sets.
The lab classes will be imparted with R and RStudio. The implementation of practices fosters generic skills related to teamwork and presentation of results and serves to integrate different knowledge of the subject.

OBJETIVOS DE APRENDIZAJE DE LA ASIGNATURA

The main objective of this course is to provide the students with the knowledge of advanced data analysis showing their most basic methodologies and techniques.
The course adopts a hands-on approach introducing basic programming in R and providing guidance on data analysis strategies for Engineering data sets.
The students will be able to think critically about data, use graphical and numerical summaries, apply standard statistical multivariate methods, and draw contextualized and critical conclusions from such analyses.

HORAS TOTALES DE DEDICACIÓN DEL ESTUDIANTADO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tipo</th>
<th>Horas</th>
<th>Porcentaje</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horas grupo grande</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horas grupo pequeño</td>
<td>12,0</td>
<td>16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horas aprendizaje autónomo</td>
<td>48,0</td>
<td>64.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dedicación total: 75 h
## CONTENIDOS

### Module 1: Introduction, R and RStudio, Basic Statistics & Exploratory Data Analysis

**Descripción:**
Introduction to the course.
Introduction to the basics of the R language and the statistical software RStudio.
Learning how to run basic statistics with this platform via the application of basic exploratory data analysis and pre-processing of the data (i.e., detecting missing values and outliers, and checking variable distribution)

**Dedicación:** 12h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 5h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 7h

### Module 2: Principal Components Analysis

**Descripción:**
Introducing the basics of supervised and unsupervised learning focusing on dimension reduction, classification, and clustering.
Explaining the details of Principal Component Analysis and how to run it in R. All illustrated with examples.

**Dedicación:** 12h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 5h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 7h

### Module 3: Linear Discriminant Analysis

**Descripción:**
Explaining the details of Linear Discriminant Analysis and its extensions (QDA, FDA, MDA, among others).
Learning how to run all those methods in R.
All illustrated with examples.

**Dedicación:** 12h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 5h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 7h

### Module 4: Classification

**Descripción:**
Explaining decision trees via CART: Classification and Regression Trees.
All illustrated with examples.

**Dedicación:** 12h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 5h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 7h

### Module 5: Clustering

**Descripción:**
Explaining several clustering methods: hierarchical, partition (k-means), and probabilistic (model-based clustering).
All illustrated with examples.

**Dedicación:** 12h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 5h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 7h
Module 6: Quiz & Final Project

Descripción:
A written test will be held on the last week of class and evaluate the assimilation of the basic concepts of the subject. Additionally, the final project would be also presented orally in class on the last week of class.

Dedicación: 15h
Grupo grande/Teoría: 2h
Aprendizaje autónomo: 13h

SISTEMA DE CALIFICACIÓN

The course assessment will be based on three main tasks: Exercises (activity 1), Exam (activity 2), and a Final Project (activity 3), which key points are:
- The exercises conducted throughout the course aim to consolidate the learning of the techniques shown in the theoretical classes.
- The written test will be held on the last week of class and evaluate the assimilation of the basic concepts of the subject.
- The final project will be presented orally on the last week of class and it is where the students must show their maturity to solve a real problem using pre-processing of the data, applying dimension reduction, and supervised and unsupervised learning methods, and contextualizing the results. Some characteristics of this project are:
  o Students will choose between different alternatives to solve the problem.
  o This project will be presented and publicly defended, in which the student must answer any questions about the theoretical models and methods used in the solution.
  o The presentation of the project will be done during the last week of class.
Each exercise and the final project will be conducted using the statistical software R and will lead to the drafting of the relevant report writing and may be made jointly, up to a maximum of three students per group. The weight of each task in the final grade is:
- Exercises (30%)
- Exam/Quiz (30%)
- Final Project (40%)
Anyone that does not attend to any of the evaluative activities will be graded with a 0.
This course is conceived as a continuity and all three tasks are interrelated. In this way, all students who have failed the subject after the three tasks can take a reconduction. This reconduction will be schedule during the final exam period. The exam will contain theoretical questions, exercises, and questions related to the final project.
The mark from the reconduction exam will substitute for all the other marks and will be the final mark for the course. If the final grade after the reconduction is greater than or equal to 5, the final grade for the course will be 5.
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